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Each item below contains 4 terms. You must find the strongest possible logical connection between these. 
You may consult the internet and other personal research materials, but you may not confer so with others; 
doing so will invalidate your score. For illogically explained answers you will be awarded a 0. In increments of 
0.5-6.5, you will be awarded for your quasi-logical or logical answers and explanations. You are limited to 
three words per answer; please, underline your answer. Thereafter, continue with your logical explanation 
(no more than 100 words) per item. 
 
<E.g.: 0. angel, jewels, Ezekiel, nefarious. If you answer: ice cream because it tastes angelic and Ezekiel ate it, 
you would score 0. If you answer: God because he is an angel and is associated with jewels and nefarious 
activity in scripture, and Ezekiel is a book in the Bible as well, you may score between .5 and 3 points.  
On the other hand, if you answer: Satan, because he was an angel in the book of Ezekiel in the Bible. During 
his creation story in that same book, he was given jewels and great praise, but eventually, he fell from grace 
and became associated with demonic and nefarious actions, you may score anywhere from 3.5 to 6.5 points, 
depending upon your precise and logical connections; your adherence to the 100-word rule; plus your word 
choice, and your articulation and the strength of your logical explanations of the terms available in total.> 
 
Have fun, and think hard! 
  
Please, send your answer sheets to cprobusiness@yahoo.com for scoring. The scoring fee is $14.99 USD and 
can be submitted via Paypal to the same email address. There is no time limit for this battery, so don't feel an 
impulse to rush.  N.B. This is a difficult test, but you will not be penalized for subjective or 'wrong' answers; 
on the other hand, using logic and research, you will be awarded for thoughtful answers. Allow 24 - 72 hours 
for your test results. If you score 145 points or more, you can be admitted to the Modern Genius society for 
free! This test is also accepted by Egregius (150 raw) and other IQ societies in due course, like www.psiq.org. 
 
*You are allowed three attempts on this test, but each attempt must be spread out at least two weeks apart 
as it is advised to spend at least 4+ hours on this entire test. 
 
1. Seminole, crying, Tocqueville, 1830 
2. sigil, Bloodborne, nefandous, page   
3. hammer, Tab, rap, VC 
4. Baalism, 7/20, caramel, Jezebel 
5. Procyonidae, omnivore, resin, Braddy 
6. denial, school shootings, escapism, CBT 
7. Louisiana, fountain, 110, 1963 
8. empiricism, Hume, Oppy, transcendence 
9. homosexuality, England, Spain, rhyme 
10. Winchester, letter, crash, Russia 
11. aeaplgs, fornication, Paolo, Abel 
12. piano, otiose, photosynthesis, oceanic 
13. New South Wales, trail, 11, bushwalking 
14. minerals, change, Madhava of Sangamagrama, Barrow 
15. oeestlm, ggseeo3gam, grunesfrege, aresggg   
16. D.D., nem. con., qq.v., sic 
17. Babylon, writing, Ur, rivers 
18. ?????, 3!, 1001, Hanged Man  
19. herdic, Clarence, chaise, timwhisky 
20. bruja, floor, corn, handle 
21. z,u,q,j  
22. dextrose, Old Monk 10000, OE800, Mohan 
23. Holy See, Andorra, Netherlands, Greece 
24. Camellia, bibliomancy, lot, Merkaba  
25. economy, evolution, muse, War and Peace and War 


